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Cloud based scanning 
engine. Scan from any 
location.

Secure, cloud-based 
document storage.

Automatic linking of all 
related documents. 
Automated delivery of 
secure linked documents.

Paperless POD with delivery 
planning and customer 
sign-on-glass.

Secure forms for collection of 
data and documents.

Legally sign or approve 
documents digitally on any 
device.

Automate credit to 
cash cycle.

Automatic delivery of linked 
documents to a mobile device.

Automatic routing and handling 
of documents.
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A digital signature workflow that digitises any process that requires an electronic document to be 

approved or legally signed. 

Documents can be manually uploaded and flows created or automatically generated through 

integration to the ERP system.

Capisol address book enables fast and easy creation of flows without having to capture approver 

or signer details each time.

Users can approve or sign documents electronically direct from their computer or a mobile. It's 

safe, secure, and legally binding. No need to ever print a document again whether you're in an 

office, at home or on-the-go. 

Dashboards provide traceability of the document in the flow within or outside of your 

organization and all final signed documents are auto archived within the cloud.
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What is Capisol? 
A pay per use, pure cloud solution for the 
digitalisation of businesses’ documentation 
processes and distribution.

Legally sign documents 
digitally on any device

 

Auto-archiving of 
signed documents

Dashboards to track 
document process

Easily send reminders for 
people to action a 

document

Auto send quotes & purchase 
orders from your ERP 

for signature

Full audit trail of user 
interaction

No printing or scanning 
of contracts

View, approve & sign within 
one flow - inside or outside 

your organisation

info@capisol.co.za | www.capisol.co.za

LEGALLY SIGN OR APPROVE DOCUMENTS 
DIGITALLY ON ANY DEVICE

WHY SIGN?

EASY EFFICIENT DIGITALISATION
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